Explorer Spotlight Asia

6-9th June 2022, Jeju S.Korea

19 Explorers 12 countries out of 108 applications
Indonesia (4), Philippines (4), Malaysia (2), Sri Lanka (1), Bangladesh, Mongolia, Thailand, Singapore, New Zealand, Vietnam, Nepal, S.Korea

451 Audiences in two in-person events
TWDC delegate (49), Local Partners (44), Youth & Faculty (319) and 447 Views on a Live Streaming

6 Workshops and 2 Field trips
NG Next, NatGeo & You, iNaturalist Public Speaking, Photography, etc.

TWDC summit in Jeju, Explorers Festival in D.C.
Coincided events with donors and partners

On-site: Jay Lee, Yannick Kuehl, David Lee, Jaeha Ahn
Remote: Alex Moen, Jen Shook, Ashley Wynne-James
6 Workshops
2 Field trips
1 Online training
DC ExFest Screenings
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National Geographic Summit
7-9th June 2022, Jeju S.Korea